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Does that person still exist? The master foreman, who can sense “by the
touch of their hand” whether a machine is running perfectly? Or whether something is getting in the way of optimal efficiency? This person
has become rare – but that doesn’t have to be a bad thing. Because, for
some time now, we have had tools at our fingertips that can identify
weaknesses and eliminate them.
Sometimes this runs like a dream, such as happened to Ivan Brnadic
from the paper hygiene product manufacturer Violeta. On his flying visit
to Schwäbisch Hall, we were able to give him an impression of how our
OPAL line management system can optimize his production. And three
of his lines are already benefiting – in the form of OEE increases of up to
30 percent. Read the whole story from page 8.
What are the next steps for digitalization? From page 14, we venture a
glimpse into the future together with Joachim Dittrich from Optima
Consumer. One important aspect: In future, life cycle management will
truly live up to its name, going far beyond commissioning and SATs. As
the example of Violeta shows, digitalization offers a means to make significant use of huge volumes of data in every phase of a system's life
cycle. And your business can benefit too!
Make the most of our Smart Services. We are more than happy to
advise you.
Yours

Editorial Staff
Jan Deininger, Felix Henning, Dr. Ulla Reutner
Responsible for content according to German media law
Sabine Gauger
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NEWS

NEWS
Promoting young talent
a top priority

A new sales record, a new division,
and a new building

Optima invests a substantial amount of money in training
new recruits and runs many campaigns each year to inspire talented youngsters. At the Apprenticeship Night in
2018, more than 680 prospective employees visited the
company’s own training center. 17 trainees decided on a
future at Optima because of their participation in events
for young people like this one. Careers fairs, robotics clubs,
supporting exciting Bachelor’s and Master’s theses, and
events like the Makeathon (see news below) keep demand
high. The company currently employs more than 150 apprentices and students from the University of Cooperative
Education.

For Optima, 2018 was drawn to a successful close. Important groundwork was laid for the future in many divisions. The company boosted
sales by around 15 percent on the previous year to achieve more than
EUR 400 million, marking a new sales record. Optima generated more
than 85 percent of these sales abroad. The number of employees has
also skyrocketed. The company employs more than 2,400 people across
the globe – a number that’s increased by more than 100 over the past
year. 40 employees from Bavarian company Maier Packaging have
added an extra boost to the Group. Maier Packaging focuses on converting and optimizing thermoforming and filling machines. In 2019,
Optima is continuing to invest in new buildings at its headquarters in
Schwaebisch Hall. A new building with office and assembly areas is currently being built for Optima Pharma. In 2018, Optima created a central
division called “Industrial IT” with the aim of pooling expertise in the
field of digitalization. This will further drive the development of socalled Smart Services. The aim is to further increase customers’ use of
digital products. Digital solutions offer great opportunities for the
Group’s customers when it comes to process reliability, production
efficiency, time to market, fast and predictive maintenance, and
machine availability.

More recycling and new requirements

OPTIMA team impresses at makeathon
Six young talents from Optima took part in the “Smart Green Island Makeathon” in
Gran Canaria. From 20 to 23 February, they designed a separator for nuts and developed an app. “Working in a team with participants from 21 countries serves as ideal
preparation for a future at Optima,” says Dr Georg Pfeifer, Managing Director of
OPTIMA nonwovens GmbH. Pfeifer has been in charge of young talent events like
these for many years. Optima teams with a passion for technology regularly take
part in makeathons. The neologism created out of “to make” and “marathon” des
cribes a software and hardware development competition held within a certain
period of time.
» More about this topic: www.optima-packaging.com/makeathon
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At the beginning of 2019, new regulations came into force in Germany that aim to
help to prevent waste and significantly increase recycling rates. This also affects foreign companies and even international online retailers that supply repackaged
goods in Germany, for example. The first requirement is to register for LUCID (https://
lucid.verpackungsregister.org/). This step aims to achieve transparency and ensure
that packaging companies are taking part in one of the so-called dual systems and
thus are recycling.
At the same time, the dual systems are now obliged to provide financial incentives
to prevent packaging waste as much as possible. The use of raw materials that contain recyclate or renewable raw materials is also to be financially rewarded. Optima
has been in contact with material manufacturers regarding this matter for some
time now to test out their new developments on Optima machines. The dual systems, which recycle waste, in turn have to significantly increase their recycling rates.
For plastics, for example, a rate of 58.5% (percent by weight) has applied since 2019,
but as of 2022, this will rise again to 63%. Before 2019, the rate was set at just 36%.
In order to better protect resources and avoid causing unnecessary environmental
damage, the EU issued a packaging directive for the first time in 1994. Since then,
this directive has been expanded in various stages, harmonized, and incorporated
into the national legislation of each EU country.
» More about this topic: www.umweltbundesamt.de/en
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VIOLETA ON THE
ROAD TO BECOMING
A SMART FACTORY

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
•

 ioleta produces paper hygiene
V
products at numerous sites in Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and
Slovenia.

•

 ptima has fitted three of the
O
group’s production lines with OPAL
line management software.

•

 ith OPAL, Violeta has increased
W
its overall equipment effectiveness
(OEE) by up to 30%.

•

 ioleta wants to further expand
V
the use of the line management
software. All twenty production
lines are to be connected to this
system.

A five-minute conversation. A brief presentation. That was the
plan of Ivan Brnadic when he visited Optima Nonwovens in 2016.
The result: a large-scale production improvement at Violeta and
a central corporate decision that is going to change the paper
hygienic corporation’s processes for a long time.

In the spring of 2018, three men were sitting at a table
Krumbiegel, Software Engineer at Optima the unexpected
having lunch and laughing while they resume how they
turn of events of the project. A brief introduction of OPAL
became a team. The tree
ended in a two-hour dismen are Ivan Brnadic, Ralf
cussion and was the initiaKrumbiegel and Frank Bühl.
tion of a large-scale project
What unites the Optima
that is still ongoing. Ralf
software engineers and the
Krumbiegel and Frank Bühl
process developer from Viogenerated a digital simulaleta? A long-term partnertion of the machine for Ivan
ship, educational for both
Brnadic. An approach that
sides, and a large-scale prowas well tried for other project that none of them
jects, explains Ralf Krummexpected.
biegel. Ivan Brnadic is resRalf Krumbiegel, Software Engineer at Optima
“The exciting part of the
ponsible for the process
project is the huge success
development at Violeta.
story resulting from an
The company has several
unexpected Violeta visit at Optima Nonwovens where we
production locations in Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and
introduced the software to Ivan Brnadic”, explains Ralf
Slovenia for paper hygiene products.

“The exciting part of the
project is the huge success
story resulting from an
unexpected Violeta visit
at Optima Nonwovens.“

›

“Before OPAL we discussed
interruptions at the end
of the month. With the
software we react to
performance problems
that occurred several
hours ago”, says Ivan
Brnadic about the benefits
of the line management
software.
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Sales Plan
(Microsoft Navision)

Plan of production capacity
(Microsoft Navision)

Making of work orders
(Microsoft Navision)

‹

The operators see
all relevant data,
provided by OPAL,
at a glance.

Interface to OPAL

Manual production data
recording (redundant)

›

"OPAL combines eleven
machines to one line”,
says Frank Bühl. OPAL
offers a vertical and a
horizontal integration –
the connection of software
levels and individual
production lines.

Data logging
OEE calculation
Batch recording
Reporting

Manual entry of production
data in Microsoft Navision
(redundant)

Actual state of production
(number of products, efficiency,
scrap, downtime …)

“For me, OPAL is the epitome
of Industry 4.0”

‹
Interface to Microsoft Navision

Now the data is automatically generated and performance
indicators are generated in OPAL for example OEE, MTBF
(meantime between failure), MTTR (meantime to repair),
On his way back to Bosnia Ivan Brnadic was certain: “This is output and many more with the appropriate reports.
exactly what we are looking for.” Excited by the idea to link The ERP system that is utilized for OPAL is not important,
the entire production process to OPAL, recognize weaknes- explains Jürgen Soldner, Product Manager at Optima. The
ses, and improve them with performance indicators like software solution can be linked to any company software.
OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) he decided to stay “OPAL is more than just a display of performance data, it is a
in contact with the Optima software experts.
complete line management system”, says Jürgen Soldner.
Violeta was looking for some time for performance indica- Besides the vertical integration of software levels, it comtors that would allow them to monitor the production bines several production lines, to one line in the system.
efficiency. So far, Violeta was recording their production “For me, this is the epitome of Industry 4.0”, says Frank Bühl.
data by hand. Work orders that were created and printed After an additional observation of the functionality of the
with Microsoft Navision were complemented by the ope- OPAL system at a U.S. customer’s site where OPAL is in operators with line production data. The documents then were ration since 2014, Ivan Brnadic was convinced.
sent the administration department, which entered data Based on this information Ivan Brnadic decided to test the
such as the number of manufactured products, rejects and software at Violeta. Performance indicators that were colldowntimes in Navision manually (see graph). A very time ected at the U.S. customer site were entered in the OPAL
consuming process that needed to be improved.
concept for Violeta.
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A bird's eye view
shows the complexity
of the Violeta
production line
in Zagreb that is
monitored by OPAL.

Suitable for machines for
all manufacturers –
a deciding factor for Violeta
Today’s result: three production are lines are optimized
with OPAL, one in Zagreb that processes kitchen and toilet
paper rolls and two lines in Grude. Both lines in Grude process kitchen and toilet paper rolls, as well as sanitary napkins. Besides the Optima packaging machines many production and packaging machines from different vendors
are integrated in the packaging process – from the raw
material to palletizing (see diagram on the pages 12 and
13). One of the strong points of OPAL: it records the production data, for example, error messages and outputs of
all machines – no matter from which machine they come
from.
“For example the line in Zagreb consists of eleven machines
from different vendors”, explains Ralf Krumbiegel. “An additional advantage of OPAL is that existing, older machines
that might be operated manually can also be integrated”,
says Frank Bühl. Supported by Marijana Jukic the main user

of OPAL and Ante Brkic the IT contact, Ivan Brnadic is doing
pioneer work at Violeta and convinced the management of
the efficiency of the system.
How was this achieved? A huge increase of the OEE values
at the lines convinced the Violeta management, reports
Ivan Brnadic. The display of the performance indicators, on
a hall monitor, already increased the efficiency by seven
percent. “The operators saw the numbers and were motivated”, says Ivan Brnadic.
The KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) did not only improve
motivation but operator guidance and transparency.
“Weaknesses are recognized easily and errors can be retraced later”, explains Frank Bühl. “This in turn lowers the reaction time immensely.” Live information is a key factor for
Ivan Brnadic.
OPAL also increases the safety since the operators receive
current information via a web screen located close to the
machine. Comments on shift starts and ends are displayed,
as well as errors, warnings and alarms. Therefore, the
operators are informed about all relevant line data.
Errors are reduced, the output increased and downtimes
are minimized.
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Process steps of the production line
for kitchen and toilet paper rolls
in Zagreb

1

2
Unwinding
of large paper rolls

3
Winding and
infeed of paper cores

4
Cutting of
wound rolls

How much did the OEE value increase? At one line the OEE “OPAL changed the view of our
value increased by 30 percent, reports Ivan Brnadic. “The employees in regards to production”
other two lines are only running with OPAL for a short time
therefore, the improvement is only at seven percent right Besides the improved OEE and huge time savings, the
now. Now we have live information of the current shift and motivation of the operators is an important factor that
the production data of the entire months at any time. We makes OPAL so important to Violeta, says Ivan Brnadic.
see online how our production performance changes. Since the operators see their performance data in real time,
Therefore, we can concentrate on lines that cause prob- they react faster to disturbances and format changes and
lems and analyze them right away such as at what time did repairs are performed faster. “Being able to see your perforthe problem occur, who was the operator, what was the mance results every day, changed the view point of our
employees in regards to the prooutput at that time and
duction process.” The production
what data did the operator
transparency is not only recogrecord in OPAL regarding
nized by the operators but the
the disturbance.”
vendors of Violeta. OPAL allows
This means that we can
Violeta to trace the influence of
react faster to performance
flawed raw material. This is a great
fluctuations. In addition,
benefit for Violeta regarding warthe impact of the measureranty demands towards vendors.
ments are apparent in a
Every manufacture can profit
short amount of time due
Ivan Brnadic, Process Developer at Violeta
from this method. The reasons for
to OPAL.

“OPAL is a system that
will allow the
management of huge
data volumes in the
digital age.”

This is a huge time saving
for Violeta. “Production data had to be analyzed in Excel
and then imported into Navision”, recounts Ivan Brnadic.
The preparation for the corrective actions took often four
hours. With OPAL, there is only one mutual information
source.
“Before OPAL we had several information sources – emails,
handwritten reports, data from the machines, etc. At one
point it was very difficult to make the correct decision
based on this data”, says Ivan Brnadic. This was the reason
why Violeta started looking for a software solution that
combines all these information.

12
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a lower OEE is traceable at any
time and recognized and accepted by all participants.
Violeta determined Optima as a contractual partner since
the OPAL project was already in the development phase,
says Ivan Brnadic. In addition, Violeta was convinced by
the number of industries and machines that OPAL can be
used for.
“The largest challenge during the project was to create a
mutual basis and to map-out the heterogeneous
infrastructure system of the customer into OPAL”, reports
Ralf Krumbiegel. The first test installation of OPAL in April
2017 was completed within one week and went live after
another day.

5
Filling of individual
rolls into bags

6
Packaging into
collective packages

The fine adjustment, the selection of the relevant performance indicators together with the customer took most of
the time. After a successful test phase on the first production line in Grude, the second line in Grude and the line in
Zagreb were integrated by the two Optima software
experts in spring of 2018.

“An integrated software, the dream
of every company”
Violeta is aiming high with OPAL. “Our plan is to install OPAL
in all twenty production lines”, announces Ivan Brnadic.
Three additional lines were integrated into the line
management system in 2018. The remaining lines follow in
2019. “Once we are able to link the print software for pallets
and cartons into OPAL, we have a strong, integrated software package of which other companies can only dream
of”, says Ivan Brnadic. Violeta will also use the software
solution in their sales department. According to Ivan Brnadic, the principle can also be used there and problems can
be solved faster due to the “just-in-time” information. “OPAL
is a system that will allow the management of huge data
volumes in the digital age”, Ivan Brnadic is convinced.
He sees great potential in the additional expansion of the
line management software. The objective for Violeta according to Ivan Brnadic is certain: a paperless smart factory
with one software that combines all programs and makes
the company a forerunner in the “big data age”. 

7
Palletizing
of packages

Wrapping
of pallets

MORE ABOUT THIS TOPIC
The success story continues
Violeta, the paper hygiene corporation
from Bosnia-Herzegovina, has instructed
Optima to expand the use of the OPAL line
management software to all production
lines. And this news, announced by Ivan
Brnadic, will soon become reality.
Brnadic is in charge of process development at Violeta. The company produces
paper hygiene products at numerous sites
in Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Slovenia. The expansion of the line management software is being driven forward by
the newly established Industrial IT division
at Optima. Violeta’s aim is to become a
paperless smart factory, and, with OPAL,
the company is well on its way to achieving it.
» www.optima-packaging.com/OPAL
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‹

Dr. Georg Pfeifer,
Optima Nonwovens:
“Virtual, augmented and mixed
reality can already be used during
the system design and planning
stages, as well as during training
and will support maintenance and
servicing operations in the future.”

Joachim Dittrich,
Optima Consumer:
“In addition to commissioning new
systems, upgrading and retrofitting
processes will speed up. This is
possible as a result of networking
IT structures more intensively.”

FIVE QUESTIONS
ON DIGITALIZATION
Dr. Georg Pfeifer and Joachim Dittrich on the need to focus strategy in view of the digital revolution,
the fears of machine operators and the learning capacity of “more simpleminded” artificial intelligence.

1

The digital revolution has taken hold of all
business sectors. How is it affecting Optima?

Many of these approaches only gained importance along
with the “digital revolution” even though they have already
been adopted for a while now.

Joachim Dittrich: Digitalization is an established and conDr. Georg Pfeifer: First of all, we determined what digita- tinuously growing domain within Optima, both in the
lization actually means. We found that the concept was so administrative departments and materials management,
comprehensive that we decided we would need to focus for example. It is necessary to engage in new work
on implementation. As a matter of the highest priority, we methods on an ongoing basis and to shape the organizalaunched into ascertaining what adds value for our custo- tion and processes accordingly. In this respect, the divisimers. This is what we’re principally addressing as most ons have the freedom to recognize the opportunities offeissues surrounding digitalization depend on machines and red up by digitalization, to work on developing solutions
the sector. They concern what is referred to as “Industrial IT” and to then implement these solutions.
– which is also the name of a division set up specifically for
this purpose. Products are developed that can be used in
any machine via a standard interface – regardless of the
business unit. An example is our line management system
Are your customers open
OPAL. Operators of our machines benefit from the digitalito digitalization?
zation methods employed back in the engineering phase,
such as simulation and digital twinning. In the production
phase, product data management and product lifecycle Dittrich: At first, the developments were on a scale that
management are important tools. And our customer we had not expected. Hardly anyone was talking about
service team uses methods such as remote maintenance “digitalization”; it was significantly more difficult to establish
and networking with production systems to ensure the or even maintain networking between customers and
manufacturers. Networking had already been around for a
maximum availability and performance of machines.
while and was used for remote maintenance, for instance.

2
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However, there were uncertainties regarding data security
in the case of new services, such as cloud servers and
cloud computing. When a particularly security-conscious
customer – such as a pharmaceuticals manufacturer –
hears that hackers obtained access to machine control systems, they are quick to say that they are cutting all connections to the outside world so that the same thing does not
happen to them. As a result, networks that were already set
up with our customers could no longer be used as they
were previously.
Pfeifer: Nevertheless, digital twins and networked SCADA
systems continue to be created. However, in most cases
this takes place on strictly disconnected server systems (on
premise) and not on outsourced systems to which the
manufacturer and operator have equal access. Up to now,
the question of who data belongs to was of secondary
importance; now however, this question plays a much greater role. Information – referred to as the gold of the 21st
century – has been brought to the fore with digitalization
and networking.
Dittrich: This especially applies to large companies that
approach everything to do with digitalization in a very
structured way. With smaller companies, it’s often simply a
question of displaying data. In contrast, we are seeing an

almost scientific approach being adopted by some major
companies. They are also interested in standardization: If
efficiency has been increased at a site by means of adopting digitalization measures and this has resulted in improvements, this approach is also transferred to other factories.

3

Optima already offers a wide range of
industrial IT products today. What can
these products already achieve today –
and what requirements are there?

Dittrich: The umbrella term “Optima Total Care” refers to
all of our products that are principally focused on supporting our customers and their processes. This support
may be needed in a whole host of different areas. It all
begins with a better understanding during the design
phase with simulations, digital twins and virtual reality. It
goes beyond commissioning with the provision of data
collection tools, process data simulations and reliability
evaluations. And it also concerns production with production planning tools, condition monitoring and digitally
supported maintenance, such as with spare part and
purchasing systems and planning tools.

o-com consumer - nonwovens | July 2019
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Digitalization facilitates remote
maintenance – supported via
condition monitoring – and enables
Optima service employees to
respond to malfunctions more
quickly and in a more targeted way
within the framework of the Total
Care portfolio.

It is already possible to collect very detailed data from process steps and statuses, with a huge volume of data being
amassed within milliseconds. However, “big data” is not yet
leading to the results expected today. First of all, it is necessary to manage the flood of data. In any case, some
machine operators already have considerably more insight,
being able to see, for example, how the motor current of
their machine behaves over time. After all, the vast volumes of incoming data can only be exchanged between
the operators and machine manufacturers with difficulty.
Terabytes of data can only be used in a meaningful way by
intelligently compressing the volumes of data via self-learning algorithms implemented by artificial intelligence
systems.
Pfeifer: As in the past, the technician casually leans
against the machine – with one hand on the machine
frame – and observes the process. The technician hears
every noise and detects varying vibration levels with their
eyes and hands. That is data collection par excellence – as
well as evaluation – as the experienced technician identifies the damaged bracket – to be replaced soon – without
any problems in the majority of cases. In the future, this
will be the task of condition monitoring and predictive
maintenance – a task that is anything but easy to master.
And it’s often not worth analyzing the parts for which
issues are easy to foresee – perhaps a defective pneumatic
cylinder – as the respective information is exchanged
within just a few minutes. Analyzing big data often has
limitations too, such as when it is ultimately only possible
to find correlations instead of causalities. It is more advantageous to introduce the information in certain contexts,

16
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such as when it is observed that a particular fault occurs
more frequently following specific operator actions. It is
then possible to retrace the cause of the fault. Developing
a rule on the basis of this and then teaching the machine
how to remedy issues is then a whole other challenge. The
first step for artificial intelligence is for the machine to learn
to identify recurring problems itself and automatically react
as an operator would.
Dittrich: It’s very often a matter of ensuring more efficient
production, which we already achieve today via appropriate data evaluation. Just being aware of what is influencing
the OEE by means of evaluating the data with OPAL monitor increases production efficiency in most cases, as
focused measures can be adopted. The transparency and
availability of operating and process data enable much
more targeted actions to be taken today than were previously possible by just noting the information.

4

 hat medium-term and long-term
W
opportunities is digitalization opening
up with regard to Optima interacting
with its customers?

Dittrich: In addition to commissioning new systems by
means of simulation, upgrading and retrofitting processes
will speed up. This is possible as a result of networking IT
structures more intensively. System improvements and
product-dependent modifications can be carried out more
quickly and in a more targeted way.

Provided the networking of data structures is secure and
not blocked (IT security being the key term here), new
opportunities are available with regard to remote maintenance and more focused actions in response to malfunctions or adjustments. Spare parts can be verified in
advance by means of virtual systems. Intelligent big-data
analyses support condition monitoring on the basis of
a number of sensors used for monitoring purposes and
can be used for predictive maintenance, which increases
system availability.

As manufacturers, our primary consideration today is no
longer commissioning the system and carrying out the SAT
(Site Acceptance Test). Our consideration goes far beyond
this as we look to ensure that operations will continue for
decades. We will work more intensively than ever before to
provide our customers with the support they need. We will
inform our customers of emerging faults and show them
possible improvements or offer them an appropriate
upgrade. It appears that smart services are emerging as
new business models.

Pfeifer: Virtual reality, augmented reality or mixed reality
can already be used during the system design and planning stages, as well as during training and will support
maintenance and servicing operations in the future. These
tools are also opening up new opportunities to support
personnel directly with regard to machine operation – user
experience being the key term here – or modifications. Our
objective is for any operator to be able to operate our
machine solutions in an optimal way – regardless of their
education, background or language.

Dittrich: And this will only be possible if we keep our ears
to the ground at all times when it comes to machinery – or
in other words, have access to industrial IT solutions. What
we understand as digitalization today is very different to
how it was seen in the past: an almost unconnected discipline independent of the machine type. Industrial IT offers
added value that goes beyond machine boundaries by
means of evaluating data via networking solutions. As
such, our employees’ qualifications also need to change.
Expertise in the fields of IT, web programming, data bank
structures and cloud services are becoming more and
more necessary. These experts are working together in
cross-divisional structures. As ever, our objective is to
enhance customer benefit. 

5


What are the next steps of
your digitalization strategy?

Pfeifer: Customer benefit will continue to be our focus.
Thanks to new methods and networked data structures,
life cycle management will finally live up to its name:
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OPTIMA LUCK: Highperformance machine,
infeed 800 products/
min. with manual
stacking.

›

FULL SPEED
AHEAD IN ASIA

The PAKSIS D5 for
baby diapers has dual
output for increased
performance or an
inspection module.

Asia and its approximately four billion inhabitants continue to inspire dreams of growth for many companies.
However, even in Asia, "you still have to prove what you stand for," says the Managing Director of Optima
Nonwovens, Oliver Rebstock. The company has increased its customer care presence fourfold and is now
offering new technology that is tailor-made to meet the needs of Asian nonwovens producers. Such companies
are currently gaining market share.

diaper and femcare products. The packaging quality that can be achieved remains extremely high. Five models of this kind of machine are
already available for the Asian market (page 21). They are intended for
all kinds of diaper and femcare products.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
Fourfold increase in local presence

The Asian market for paper hygiene products is on the rise. While the
market leaders continue to be the big corporations from the USA,
Japan and Europe, smaller and even some big manufacturers from
China and other parts of Asia are now not only firmly established but
even gaining market share. Another characteristic of the market is that
the quality specifications for the packaging are very high – and nowadays this no longer only applies to Japan. This quality awareness is
becoming increasingly widespread everywhere in Asia and indeed in
the western world, says Rebstock, summing up the local and global
situation in the sector.

New machines to meet special
requirements
Making high-quality packaging for geometrically very irregularly
shaped nonwoven products such as diapers or sanitary pads is a
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challenge, especially where very rapid processing is required, explains
Rebstock. Each welded seam on a package must be in exactly the right
place. Optima machines were already able to produce visually highquality products, but they were difficult to adjust.
This was a technical challenge that the company was happy to take on.
New machine models were developed especially for Asia. The vital
thing was for it to be easy to produce high-quality packaging – and not
only if the operators were entirely familiar with all the equipment's
parameters.
The performance and process stability of Optima machines are still
regarded as the benchmark for the sector. The new models that
Optima Nonwovens has developed for the Asian market have been
adapted in their output rate. So the company continues to offer market-leading technology for fully-automated high-performance solutions, as specifically required by global players, including in Asia.
However, Optima Nonwovens has also expanded its portfolio to
include, for example, semi- or fully-automated packaging machines for

In Asia, as in other countries, close support for customers is an essential
factor in the success of a project. "We have increased the number of
factory visit days in Asia fourfold," reports Oliver Rebstock. Of course,
this has only been made possible by deliberately increasing the manpower that is available locally. Today, local teams of experts in China,
Japan, South Korea and Malaysia work with German specialists based
mainly or only in Asia to meet customers' needs on the spot.
This dynamic combination of Asian and German Optima employees has
proved to be exceptionally successful. The teams include people who
grew up in the relevant countries, who know its culture and "their" market. Many of them have also been working for Optima Nonwovens for
years or helped to set up the sites.
The German Optima employees in Asia also have many years of experience in technical management or servicing, built up initially at the
headquarters in Germany. Last but not least, the two managing directors of Optima Nonwovens, Dr. Georg Pfeifer (technical) and Oliver

•

Advice and customer care services in
Asia have been greatly strengthened.
A large and very experienced team of
Asian and German experts operates
from the four sites.

•

The servicing department has also
been greatly expanded. Optima's biggest field service team is now located
in China.

•

New machine types from Optima
Nonwovens, intended specifically for
the Asian market, are now available.

•

Thanks to these machines, the
packages look perfect every time.
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South Korea

›

STRATEGY

Japan

Various models also
offer manual stack
handling.

India
China

5 machines – all specifically
designed for the Asian
marketplace

Enhanced range of
formats makes it
perfect for packing
adult incontinence
products: the OPTIMA
MIDNIGHT.

Optima Nonwovens has developed
no fewer than five new machine
models specifically for diapers and
femcare products for the Asian market. The Optima Nonwovens global
machine range is also available in
Asia.
OPTIMA DS1: The basic model for processing
diapers, with three semi-automatic packing
stations. This is a low-cost, compact and flexible entry-level model that can be extended,
e.g. with bag-making modules, or upgraded
to fully-automatic processing. The OPTIMA
DS1 can be synchronized with production
machines. (Infeed up to 600 products/min.,
output up to 50 packages/min.)
In terms of throughput, the OPTIMA LUCK is
superior to the OPTIMA DS1. It can process
infeed of up to 800 products/min. A manual
feed station for the products can also be integrated in the machine, enabling it to be operated as either a semi- or a fully-automatic system. A bag-making device can be added as
well.
The Paksis D5 offers the option of producing
side-folded bags for diapers from a reel. The
system's stacker is available with dual output
and can be operated with a manual packing
station and with a packing machine. (On the
basic version the infeed is up to 600 products/
min., output up to 50 packages/min.)

Rebstock (commercial) go on at least two business trips to Asia every These special arrangements are now beginning to bear fruit, as Optima
year, each lasting several weeks.
Nonwovens is gaining more and more Asian customers. The machines
Today Optima Shanghai has the biggest field service team, in terms of designed for the Asian market have already been sold in batches of ten
numbers, in the whole company, says Oliver Rebstock proudly. In other per order, so the company is proud of what has been achieved.
respects, too, the Chinese branch in particular acts completely inde- Nevertheless, Oliver Rebstock insists that the hard work will continue at
pendently on everything from consultancy and sales to installation, top speed: "We want to expand our market share." And he continues:
training and servicing. The main company site in Germany now "only" "It's important to be interested in the customers, to try to understand
deals with manufacturing the machines. Nevertheless, the Asian link them and their products. We are specialist machine manufacturers, so
at company headquarters remains very important. For example, there we can adapt to meet their needs, and that's what we want to do," –
are Japanese and Chinese native speakers working in Schwaebisch Hall that is his ethos. 
to ensure that customer requests can be understood and acted
upon there.

20
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The OPTIMA MIDNIGHT is based on the same
technology as the OPTIMA DS1 and, with its
enhanced range of formats, is intended for
processing adult incontinence products.
For the femcare sector, the OPTIMA TB300
offers an entry-level solution for fully-automatic packaging. Very high-quality side-folded
bags for sanitary pads and panty liners are
manufactured from a reel. Like the other
models, the machine is designed to be particularly compact and space-saving.

Malaysia

Local experts available to you
Optima's partnerships with customers at its five Asian sites
stand or fall by the people who represent Optima there.
Michiyo Matsuyama is in charge of the Japanese site, which was set up in 1995. The
48-year-old has worked for Optima Japan since 2008. Her main responsibilities are
advising customers and coordinating servicing and the provision of spare parts.
Michael (Seongwoo) Ahn came to Optima South Korea as Sales Manager in 2007.
Today he is Managing Director of the branch and provides a highly experienced
point of contact for Nonwovens customers.
Andreas Schreiber (58) is an excellent technician. He has been working for Optima
since 1987 and involved in servicing in Asia since 2003. As Senior Manager Technical
Service (Korea) and Representative Director (Japan), he is very much in demand
when it comes to servicing and much more besides.
Andreas Rothbauer (50) has been with the company for 30 years and is now Key
Account Manager Asia. He worked for 17 years as Engineering Manager Nonwovens
and was in charge of R&D for six years. Since 2015 he has been based mainly at the
site in Malaysia, coordinating projects and sales for the Asian branches. He applies
his extensive technical knowledge anywhere in Asia where it is required.
Tao Xu (38) is in charge of Optima Shanghai, the largest Optima branch in Asia. The
Managing Director has been with Optima Shanghai since 2011 and is very familiar
with the nonwovens sector. Maintaining contact with existing and new customers is
his top priority. It is also important to him to work closely with converter manufacturers. Along with senior management at headquarters and all his employees, he is
pursuing a clear strategy for growth.
Donghui He (57) is Sales Manager for the Chinese and Asian market. He has been
with Optima Shanghai for over ten years and knows the situation in the local nonwovens industry inside out.
Armin Weiss (53) is Service Director Nonwovens and deals with all kinds of service
enquiries from customers. He is responsible for further expanding service provision
in China and Asia, and also remains in close contact with the Service department in
Germany, representing it locally. Armin Weiss has been with Optima since 1998 and
has worked at Optima Shanghai since 2013.
.
Yejun (Mike) Zou (52) is also a Sales Manager. He has about 20 years experience in
technical sales of converters and packaging machines. He has been part of Optima
Shanghai since 2015.
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IMPORTANT FOR YOU

THE FUTURE
IS MODULAR
Modular design is in great demand for plant construction. Packaging systems, in particular,
have to be capable of being modified quickly to cater for rapidly changing product trends.
New products need to get to market as fast as possible. The modular design concepts from
Optima Nonwovens and Optima Consumer help customers to achieve this.
“Our understanding of modularity is that the user receives a
machine that they can adapt flexibly to meet market
needs,” explains Markus Urich, Key Account Manager at
Optima Nonwovens. Since the markets – i.e. consumer preferences – are changing all the time, the machines have to
be as quick and easy to adapt as possible, to help ensure a
fast time-to-market. We are already pioneers in this field,
says Urich, but we have to take modular design to a whole
new level for the future if we are to remain successful.

Pilot projects pave the way for
the modular design concept
That is exactly what Optima Nonwovens has done. The
result is a modular design concept that leaves the choice
up to the company’s customers. They decide how flexible
their machine needs to be. However, first let’s take a look at
the starting situation.

22
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Until now, Optima Nonwovens has both put together preconfigured monoblock systems and built modular systems
for its customers, depending on their requirements. It soon
became clear that a modular design concept that went
much further was needed. One of the first results was the
pilot project OPTIMA ZERO, which the division presented
at the Index and Interpack exhibitions in 2017. Here was a
machine concept that enabled the format to be switched
within a cycle, making a production run of 1 a reality for
the first time.
This led on to a development project. The great thing
about it is that the customer decides when they buy the
machine how many modules they want to use. At this
stage, the customer is making the fundamental decision
about the extent to which their system will be able to respond to market developments. That is a good thing, says
Urich, because companies have very different philosophies
about how long-term their investments should be, and
markets also change at differing rates.

The OPTIMA ZERO development
project was the first step by Optima
Nonwovens toward a complete
modular design concept. The pilot
project was introduced for the first
time at the Index and Interpack
exhibitions in 2017.

•

Optima Nonwovens has developed a modular
design concept that is available right now.

•

If the need arises for new modules, these can
be quickly delivered.

•

In the longer term, the total delivery time for
new systems will also fall.

•

Optima Consumer has used modular systems
for the “single-serve” sector for a long time.

•

The cosmetics market needs to be able to respond more and more flexibly to specific market demands. Because of the rapidly increasing
diversity of products, the filling and packaging
systems have to be capable of producing smaller and smaller batches.

•

The result is that the customers of both divisions will be able to respond to new market
demands even faster in future.

COBO HERVORHEBEN
Cobots – robots that
are able to work
around humans –
reduce labor costs and
are suitable for work
stages such as placing
down bags.

‹
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The vision: robots
exchange modules
for filling different
products. The
production starts
immediately, the
products leave the
filling line in the
required quantity.
This enables Optima
customers to respond
to market demand
within a very short
time.

Individual segments of the system
can be connected or removed at any
time as required. This also applies to
the dosing segment shown in the
picture. Since each segment has its
own power and air supply, additions
can be made based on the plugand-play principle.

“The additional attraction of this solution is that the modules can be moved into the best position for the process,”
adds Urich. For example, if the product becomes smaller,
the modules can be pushed closer together and the
machine will achieve higher output speeds. If the products
become larger, more space can be created, for example for
opening bags. This is a distinct advantage over monoblock
systems, which have to cater for all expected formats from
the start, inevitably resulting in compromises.
In future, Optima Nonwovens customers will be able to
decide at the ordering stage in an instant: What kind of
product do I need my machine for? That leads to the initial
choice of the modules which will make up a machine.

What’s more, there are considerable savings on the
overall delivery time, unless any entirely new functionality
is required.

Single-serve:
modular design is standard

The aim of modular design at Optima Consumer is the
same as at Optima Nonwovens. It is all about offering the
customer future-proof investments, quick changeover and
retrofitting options, and complete flexibility. The filling and
packaging machines from Optima Consumer are modular
in structure and can be extended at any time, depending
on the customer’s needs.
Quick upgrades with
“Especially in the ‘single-serve’ sector (single servings, i.e.
standardized modules
portion packaging), our customers update their systems
virtually every year,” reports Matthias Schaal, Director of
Optima customers can also make other choices when they Mechanical Design Engineering at Optima Consumer. This
order, just like configuring a car: Which extras do I need? means that the standardized models they require need to
If the output needs to be particularly high, then the “high- be available quickly in order to meet rapidly changing marspeed package” is the best choice. If the packs need to ket requirements fast.
be compressed significantly, then go for the “volumereduction package.” Finally, they just have to choose the
relevant format package, which determines the final bag Readjusting not retooling is the aim
count. The result: an individually configured packaging system. In short, packaging machines based on the modular The main focus in the cosmetics sector is on time-to-marprinciple are now a reality. If more modules are needed, ket, placing high demands on the flexibility of packaging
they can be delivered in next to no time because they are and filling systems. Already, it is no longer a question of
all standardized and, of course, new innovations can also retooling but of the need to be able to readjust the equipment entirely automatically.
be incorporated.
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Optima Consumer presented its proposals for doing this at
Pack Expo 2018 in Chicago (see pictures above).
But how is modularity achieved technically? “By using a
flexible grid system,” explains Matthias Schaal. Overlapping
modules are positioned on this grid. This means that separate segments of the system can be extended or shortened, while merely being linked by the transport system.
Mechanical and electrical components are already preinstalled in the segments and are networked by the
machine’s central control system. In the past, a system of a
certain size had to be purchased in the first place and
space reserved for future expansion. Now any parts of the
system can be flexibly swapped, added, or removed. This
gives Optima Consumer customers the benefit of being
able to expand their filling and packaging plant gradually
as they need to.

Optima Consumer is currently developing a new modular
platform encompassing all the processing stages on a production line – from feeding in the raw material to the tertiary packaging.
Using standardized modules significantly reduces throughput times so that Optima customers can respond even
more flexibly to specific market demands.
Modular design does not have to be confined to retooling
and retrofitting, it is about thinking in processes and offering overall concepts that go much further than just being
designed for expandability. 

‹

The OPTIMA CFL filling
and closing machine
for coffee capsules
demonstrates the
progress made in the
field of modularization.
Previously pre-defined
welding racks were
used, today the
machine is divided
into individual
segments.
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VIRTUAL TESTING,
REAL PROGRESS
The virtual machine only exists
“inside the computer”. It can be
used not only in the development
process but also for subsequent
software testing if the machine is
improved or modified.

Simulation models enable programmers to test machine software before the actual machine even exists.
And when the machine is finally delivered, the customer benefits from more reliable software support.
The R&D team at Optima Nonwovens has demonstrated this in the case of a packaging machine for
personal care products.
If the machine's control system does not detect that it is only control- The virtual product feed
ling a simulation model, then Christina Weitze and Jan Buck have done is better than in the FAT
their job correctly. The former, a mechanical engineer, was the one who
“built” the virtual machine. The latter, an electrical engineer, can put “his” “Of course, the machine is reproduced in a simplified form in the simulasoftware through its paces, even though the individual components of tion,” explains Buck. However, the logical processes are the same. If, for
the actual machine are still only just being manufactured. Weitze and example, product pusher A goes off course, it must not collide with
Buck are part of the R&D team at Optima Nonwovens. They have been product pusher B. That is just as true for the virtual machine as it is for
exploring the potential of virtual machines for several years, and using the real one, and can be ensured in the course of the simulation testing.
them in customer projects. One such was a special packaging machine Virtual products are even produced, transported and discharged from
for sanitary pads, which is already in operation at the customer's the machine at the end. In this respect, the virtual commissioning is
closer to how the machine will be operated for real at the customer's
company.
At Optima Nonwovens, no two projects or machines are the same. premises than the commissioning of the actual machine in the FAT
However, in this case it was clear as soon as the order was placed that (Factory Acceptance Test). This is because, on the virtual machine, the
the team would have to introduce a lot of innovative features. For products are fed in continuously, just like they will be later when it is
example, the individual modules needed to be flexibly adjustable, and used in practice. In the FAT process in the machine room, on the other
the machine had to use a special kind of product transportation system. hand, often only small quantities of the product are manually placed in
All of this presented new challenges for the machine software. Develo- the machine for packaging.
ping a simulation model, on which the software could be tested was
definitely going to be worthwhile. Christina Weitze was on the case.
She took all the dimensional drawings that the mechanical engineers
had produced for the process, i.e. all the dimensions relevant to processing, and incorporated them in the simulation model. She also reproduced the sensor system, such as the light barriers, and the actuators,
such as the motors and pneumatic cylinders. "The virtual machine has
to include all the components from which the software would expect
to receive a response in reality," explains Weitze.
Despite the effort involved – which must not be underestimated – a
virtual machine is, of course, up and running far sooner than the real
one, for which the individual components have to be manufactured. So
it is worth Jan Buck trying to program the machine software as quickly
as he can. He can then test it thoroughly on the simulation model and
optimize it if necessary.
Christina Weitze and Jan Buck work on producing the simulation model and
testing the virtual machine in parallel.
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Buck is very pleased with all the new possibilities. He recalls, “previously,
I was really only able to start the programming work when the machine
was virtually fully assembled. Then there was not much time left before
it was delivered.” He adds that doing the software engineering further
upstream made the test phase longer, and that “we can now use that
time to adjust the settings using the actual product.” Buck can also test
out scenarios in advance which could put the plant into critical mode,
such as an unexpected intervention by an operator. After all, “In the
simulation, nothing can get broken,” says the software engineer, smiling.
This means that the customer receives a machine that has been tested
particularly thoroughly. The result? More reliable quality with no delays
in the delivery time, especially in the case of unusual machines with
special specifications for the machine software.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
•

 irtual machine models combine
V
basic mechanical data with information about sensor technology and
actuators.

•

T he simulation enables logical processes to be tested before the actual
machine even exists.

•

T his means that faults in the machine
software can be quickly spotted and
rectified. The quality of the software
improves, while the delivery time
remains the same.

•

T he simulation model can be used
throughout the life cycle of the
machine, for example if it is ever
modified.

Software support instead
of traveling the world
The virtual machine certainly still served a useful purpose even after the
actual machine had been delivered. Buck has already used it several
times since – whenever the customer has a special request or needs to
eliminate an unusual, unpredictable fault. Buck emphasizes, “We can initially test out improvements and upgrades here at the office on the 1:1
simulation model. Only when the software is working perfectly here do
we send it to the customer.” If, as in this case, the customer is operating
the machine in a distant country, a great deal of time is saved, and the
engineer can concentrate on his software support work instead of
spending time traveling.
If Buck had not already been convinced of the benefits, the reactions of
his customers would have persuaded him. “They are absolutely delighted with the simulation process.” It is quite something when they can
see on a video that their request has been implemented on the virtual
machine and then the software can be installed directly. It is also significant that a follow-on project is already getting under way. Despite the
fairly major mechanical changes, the enhanced machine will soon be
running perfectly, first virtually, then for real. 
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IMPORTANT FOR YOU

Solution incorporating
the Splitter: If the baggers
are arranged in a "T"
configuration, the bag
guides are positioned
close to one another – only
one operator is needed to
operate the entire system,
which also results in
maximum overall output.

NEW TEMPO FOR
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
Femcare and incontinence products are being produced at lightning speed, with up to 3,000 products leaving the
converters per minute. To make full use of this production capacity, the flow of products can be separated in the
area where the products are packaged. There are two systems for this – and each has its own benefits. Let's take a
look at them both.

›

"In-line" refers to
functions directly
following on from
one another to
establish a continuous
processing system.

28

The solutions we are referring to here are the Splitter and Multiple Discharge Stacker.
Both systems transfer paper hygiene products from the converters as part of an
in-line production process. Two packaging systems are behind each system.
The sharp rise in converter output in recent years has been the driving force behind
this development. Until only a few years ago, we were seeing these increases with
the packaging system too – which is made up of a stacker and a bagger (packaging
machine). However, since then, physical limits have been reached with regard to the
product handling capacity of baggers, resulting in the trend towards small packages,
whereby output limits are reduced during the packaging process. Stable processes
are always prioritized in this respect – there's simply no use for a theoretical maximum output.
It was therefore time to start thinking about new solutions that would make it possible to continue using the full potential of the converters as with the packaging process. With this in mind, Optima Nonwovens developed two specific systems.
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•

Thanks to the Splitter and Multiple
Discharge Stacker: new performance
values in the packaging process in
line with converters

•

Maximum performance and flexibility
– interesting solutions for small
packages as well

•

Already proving their worth in
practice

•

Both solutions offer their own advantages: Would you like information on
costs, flexibility and output? Optima
Nonwovens will gladly advise you.

‹

The multiple discharge stacker has
a more modest acquisition cost than
the splitter. It can process up to 1,600
items per minute. This rate equates
to a maximum of 2 x 100 packages
per minute.

The "Splitter" and "Multiple Discharge Stacker"
solutions. The differences:
The Splitter occupies first place in the packaging process and has one task: splitting
the flow of products into different directions. A moving flap – referred to as the "flipper" – sets the tempo and enables products to alternately be steered in different
"Counts" refer to the
directions. In this way, five products could be transported straight ahead and three number of products
products could be transported to the right, with the sequence repeating itself so per package. Today,
that five products are then transported straight ahead again, and so on. this term is typically
used for nonwoven
Downstream of the Splitter are two complete packaging systems, each consisting of products that are run
into a stacker and
a stacker and bagger.
are discharged in the
The Multiple Discharge Stacker is an alternative solution: with this system, paper correct quantities.
hygiene products run directly into a special stacker. The characterizing feature of this In particular, these
stacker is the two (and sometimes three) integrated discharge units. Two complete products include
incontinence products
baggers are activated by these discharge units. (A third discharge unit is used for and sanitary pads.
product tests and packaging products by hand). The counts can be individually defined per discharge unit in this case too.
This means that the overall packaging system is arranged such that it looks like the letter "h" when seen from above. In this set-up, the baggers are parallel to one another,
which is an important element to consider when comparing the two systems. There
are a whole host of other differences between the two solutions in addition to this.

‹
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The Splitter sets the
direction: The flow of
products is split into
different directions in
line with an adjustable
tempo.

Two stackers combined
in one machine
housing: The costs
of investing in the
Multiple Discharge
Stacker are lower
compared with the
Splitter solution.

Flexibility during set-up, operating ergonomics,
and rationalization:
The solution comprising the Splitter has the upper hand
when it comes to these qualities. This solution enables the
respective space available and the workflows to be taken
into account in a more effective way and can be set up in
both "T" and "h" configurations, which can have a positive
impact on the accessibility of areas within the plant, rationalization, and ergonomics. If it is possible to position the
bag feeds for the baggers close to one another, it is possible for just one employee to operate the entire system.
Space requirements:
Each system has an individual layout with different space
requirements. Ultimately, the space the client has available
is the deciding factor here.
Operation and maintenance:
The Splitter system is more complex than a Multiple
Discharge Stacker. In this regard, the Multiple Discharge
Stacker is comparable with single-track conveyors, making
operation and maintenance slightly easier.
Format flexibility –
parallel processing of different counts:
With the Splitter solution, counts can be set up as flexibly
as with individual packaging systems. Packages with the
lowest as well as with the highest counts can be produced
at the same time. In this respect, there can be minor
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restrictions with the Multiple Discharge Stacker; in some
circumstances, not all counts can be produced at the same
time. (In the Multiple Discharge Stacker, one discharge unit
can be moved sideways: together with the counts per
package, the distance between the discharge units of the
Multiple Discharge yield a combinatorial analysis. Please
contact Optima Nonwovens for more information on this).
Format change I – changing the counts per package:
When it comes to switching between packaging sizes
(counts per package), the two systems handle the process
differently. Both systems enable the format to be changed
on one packaging machine while another packaging
machine is operating. However, the Multiple Discharge Stacker requires production to stop briefly in order to be able
to adjust the stacker settings and change the format parts.
Being able to change the count without stopping production – which is reflected in the operating costs – gives the
Splitter solution a clear advantage.
Format change II –
products with a different thickness:
The Splitter has a slight edge here. It is possible to adjust
the two paddle chains of the stackers slightly more quickly
than it is to do so for the individual – and overall longer –
paddle chain of the Multiple Discharge Stacker.

paddle chain in this case. This all gives the Splitter solution
the clear advantage – although the Splitter ultimately has
to synchronize with the converter output in an effective
way. (All performance data depends on the packaging
machines used, the packaging dimensions, and product
formats).
Process stability when a component has failed:
It really depends. A problem in the upstream system will
always stop the downstream components. This means that
a malfunction in the Multiple Discharge Stacker will cause
both packaging machines to fail. The same applies to the
Splitter. If a fault occurs in the Splitter, the entire system is
out of action. However, the Splitter solution allows the
second processing line to continue producing if a fault
occurs in the stacker or bagger or if these systems require
maintenance. If a bagger in the Multiple Discharge solution
fails, production can continue with the second bagger.
Maximum output:
The solution incorporating the Splitter achieves an overall
output of up to 280 packages/min. (2 x 140 packages/min.).
The Multiple Discharge Stacker achieves a maximum output of 200 packages/min. (2 x 100 packages/min.). The difference becomes even clearer when comparing the rate at
which individual products can be received. The Splitter
solution takes in up to 3,000 individual products/min.,
while the Multiple Discharge Stacker takes in up to 1,600/
min. The reason for the lower capacity being the heavier

Investment costs:
When it comes to acquisition costs, the Multiple Discharge
Stacker clearly has the upper hand. The cost is lower as a
result of not having to incorporate the Splitter or second
stacker.
Operating costs:
Both designs are module-based. In practice therefore,
machine configurations are adjusted to meet individual
requirements.
Companies evaluate machine technology, its potential and
cost-effectiveness individually. The deciding factor is that
manufacturers of paper hygiene products have a choice
regarding how to carry out their operations in the best
possible way. The Splitter and Multiple Discharge Stacker
each offer particular advantages. Optima Nonwovens is
the partner you can count on to find the best solution
for your needs. 
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NEXT-LEVEL
PRODUCTION LINE
FOR PORTION PACKAGING

•

Inline for the first time:
thermoforming of plastic
portion packaging integrated

•

Thanks to in-line thermoforming:
Better packaging quality, higher
system efficiency

•

Central responsibility at Optima
Consumer towards the customer
for the entire process, all the way
through to the outer packaging

•

Very compact design (also possible
without thermoforming)

•

Guarantee for the best and most
sustainable coffee experience

The production of portion packaging thrives on premium quality and automated processes. A new Optima
system is offering all you could ever wish for – even the thermoforming of capsules has been integrated
into the production line. 17 workstations, spread over a compact 42-meter machine produce 1,200 coffee
capsules a minute. The in-line process also includes boxing in sales packaging and outer packaging.
Optima Consumer delivered this turnkey line with central responsibility.
The thermoforming of packaging has been introduced in-line on this
production line for the first time. In the first section of the line, capsules
with oxygen barriers are produced from the reel. In-line thermoforming
has several benefits for operators. In particular, it increases the production line availability, as a constant stream of capsules is always available
for further processing. The quality of the containers, that can often
become misshapen during storage, is perfect with in-line processing.
The execution of this is also directly monitored using a camera system.
At the same time, handling processes such as storage and retrieval as
well as the internal transport of empty containers are eliminated – and
storage space is also saved.
After thermoforming, the empty coffee capsules are distributed onto
the processing tracks of the production line and are then processed in
two rows per cycle. Dosing screws feed the coffee into the capsules
with high precision. Next, the coffee is pressed and the foil is punched
and sealed. The entire filling and sealing process takes place in a nitrogen atmosphere, which ensures the high quality of the coffee and gives
it a long shelf life. The system operator has the choice of sealing the
portion packaging with under-pressure or over-pressure. The weight of
each portion package is then controlled in the process.
In addition, a second camera system checks the capsules for possible
processing errors. Then each individual, well tested, portion package is
given a laser code.
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A turning device, which can be programed to suit your needs, prepares
the individual capsules for grouping. Two robot units group the portion
packages and place them via top loading into the erected boxes. The
sealed, visually flawless, sales packaging is then grouped into units and
packaged in transport packages as trays or wrap-arounds.

Maximum safety processes and machine availability
are most critical to our customers.
Therefore, Optima designed this complex project
with complete accountability, using outside suppliers
and our own machinery.

In-line – from thermoforming
to transport packaging
In view of its functional scope, the 42-meter-long system is very compact. This is down to features like check weighers, which were integrated into the boxing area to save space. More details: The values for the
vacuum in the coffee capsules and the pressure for the product compression can be stored as formulas and are selected on the HMI. When a
film is changed, new film reels are spliced on, while production is running, to avoid machine stoppages. The residual film remaining after the
capsules have been produced is shredded so that the granulate can be
recycled.
Optima Consumer delivered this turnkey project. Purchased machines
were combined with in-house machines, under Optima’s guidance, and
integrated into the complete production line. With an extensive project
like this, the customer benefits twofold.

Christoph Held, Managing Director of
OPTIMA consumer GmbH

First, from the interfaces that have been coordinated, defined, and tested in advance. Secondly, he enjoys comprehensive security, as there is
only one contractor with overall responsibility for the project. This way,
the customer receives a system that impresses from the outset with
maximum process reliability and system availability.
In addition, this project shows once again that Optima experts are both
passionate machine builders and coffee lovers. Successful coffee requires careful bean selection, special roasting processes, and generally, the
roaster's wealth of experience. But also, many of the intricacies of
mechanical engineering, such as very gentle processing, ensures that
the coffee aroma can ultimately unfold during enjoyment in the way
that roasters and coffee lovers would like it to. 

‹

Your coffee experience
begins with visually
appealing sales
packaging. The
packaged portions are
grouped and perfectly
arranged for this.
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TAKING LOGISTICS
TO A NEW LEVEL

“It’s important to have a highly flexible
and dynamic supply chain that targets
the complete production process and
guarantees future success. Only in this way
can we create an advantage over our
competitors through speed and enhanced
performance.“
Heiko Funk, Managing Director of
OPTIMA materials management GmbH

The new Optima logistics center went into full operation in March. Employees completed the move and the go-live in
record time. The company is now able to finalize project processes and deliver spare parts even more quickly.

60,000 items are stored in the 6,000 square meter logistics
center. The warehouse processes are managed and controlled using the most state-of-the-art warehouse management software on the market – SAP Extended Warehouse
Management. The modern solution is complemented by
comprehensive management and control activities as well
as a logistics app for internal users. The IT system is rounded off by the Optima supplier portal, which was already
up and running before the move. With this overall concept,
it will therefore be possible for materials management to
become a completely paper-free operation in future.

Urgent spare parts are
now shipped by air
“With the new logistics center, which is the heart of Optima
logistics worldwide, the company guarantees the global
availability of its broad product portfolio,” says Heiko Funk,
Managing Director of OPTIMA materials management GmbH.
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The handling of spare parts has been integrated into the
new logistics center. The neighboring Schwaebisch HallHessental airport will allow the company to fly urgently
needed spare parts directly to its customers in future.
Optima has been awarded the audited status of “Known
Consignor” by the Luftfahrt-Bundesamt (German Federal
Aviation Office), entitling it to send “secure” air freight.
The spatial integration of procurement, logistics, spare
parts handling and quality assurance is resulting in quick
and efficient processes for the company. These areas of
business have all been moved to the same place and work
even closer together to meet the high demands of supplying spare parts securely and efficiently. Requests and
orders are received and managed at the new location.
Parts and machine delivery as well as the customs area for
export and import management are also housed there.
There is a workshop in the new location for the pre-assembly of spare part units to enable streamlined and efficient
work as well as a post for the registration of parts and the
supply of relevant documentation.

This ensures that shipments satisfy both specific customer
requirements and country-specific rules on the burden
of proof.

Procurement and logistics are core
strengths at Optima
The other Optima business units are also located nearby
and can be quickly supplied. Assigning logistics to an
external service provider is out of the question due to the
highly complex assembly processes and provision of materials. Procurement and logistics are core strengths at
Optima.
The ergonomically furnished packing room allows spare
part deliveries to be prepared efficiently and securely.
The latest hardware and software solutions complement
the entire system and include pick-by-motion technology –
a camera system that supports employees with their
picking work. 

MORE ABOUT THIS TOPIC
www.optima-packaging.com/
logistics-centre/movie
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THE NEW OPTIMA
LOGISTICS CENTER
IN FIGURES
6,000

1,000

incoming items are
processed every day
on average.

60,000

11508611/1/EN

items are held in
the automatic small
parts warehouse.

sqm of warehouse space
provides the perfect
environment for speeding
up project processes and
spare parts deliveries
even further.

125

spare parts shipments
leave the logistics
center each day.

60

seconds is all it takes
to send out a part from
the automatic small
parts warehouse.

35

highly-skilled
employees assure
smooth operations.

2/3

of intra-urban transport
journeys have been
rendered unnecessary
since the logistics center
has been fully operational.

